Amendment One Modify & Annotated Bibliography

"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press, or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.


This article explains how in the first amendment in the constitution doesn’t really explain on its limit on freedom speech or the press. It gives a good background knowledge to understand its’ rights on it however, that there should be limits. But then again after reading this article it gives facts on about the first amendment should give more reasons why the part of the freedom of the press shouldn’t be limited and should be removed.

This article explains of a case that happen not too long ago with famous superstar Hulk Hogan involving a sex tape that he was part of it. However the media, the producers published the sex tape available online where anyone would be able to see the video. Hogan responded with suing them for posting the video violating his privacy, he did win the case. But they came back with saying they have the right to post the video backing it up saying they have the freedom press to do so. Which this case is important to back up saying the freedom of the press should be removed because it isn’t right to violate ones privacy and it can ruin lives.


The article explains, how privacy and paparazzi threaten a free press. The way it threatens a free press is that with people being exposed by the media, and paparazzi they violate ones privacy and as a result many people get judge differently by society and community. This article helps back up the idea removing the freedom of press because if people are violated by their privacy and getting judge by different viewpoints, they won’t be able to fight back and get justice because the first amendment protects the press however, if it was removed it help get justice and no one’s privacy would be violated or their reputation.